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Problem definition

- Trip reconstruction (TR) 
- What is the sequence of nodes crossed to get from 

Point A to Point B ? 

- Transport Mode Detection (TMD)
- What mode (walk, bus, car, etc.) was used to 

transition on each part of the trip ?

- This is the inverse problem of trip planning
- Plan recognition versus Planning 

OpenTripPlanner, a multi modal trip planner 
(http://www.opentripplanner.org/).

http://www.opentripplanner.org/


Trip Reconstruction
The current approaches use a fixed GPS sampling rate.

- Every 1s, 10s, 60s ? Find the one minimizing the 
error. 

- [11] simply tries to match each GPS reading to the 
nearest OSM node

- Doesn’t work ? Try with the second nearest, etc.

- [10] uses a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to 
determine the most likely road segment for each 
GPS reading.



Trip Reconstruction
GPS sampling rates are kept low (< 60s)

- Avoid arc-skipping problems as much as possible
- Multiple paths explain the transition between two GPS lectures

Which paths 
explain the best the 

transition between 
the two GPS 

reading ?



Transport Mode Detection
Machine Learning is generally used to detect the transport mode, based on GPS data 
(position, speed). 

The goal : Classify data (GPS) amongst a defined and limited set of classes (transport 
modes). 

Algorithms used : Neural Network [3,15], Convolutional Neural Network [9], Random Forest 
[13], Support Vector Machine [2]

They generally achieve a good accuracy (> 90%), but rely on a high GPS sampling rate 
(from 1 to 15 seconds interval) and do not attempt to reconstruct the smartphone’s trip.



Transport Mode Detection - Accuracy



Combined Approach
TR and TMD at the same time : 

- [8] uses a conventional GIS-based map-matching algorithm to reconstruct the path and 
a rule-based algorithm to identify transport modes (walk, bicycle, bus and car).

- TR error : 21%
- TMD accuracy : 92 % on average



Energy consumption
GPS sensor is energy expensive :

- HTC Dream and Google Nexus One : 1 Hz consumes 143.1 mW [5]
- In our experiments :

- Samsung Galaxy S8 : 439.3 mW
- Asus Zenphone 4 Max : 397.44 mW

Battery only lasted 8 to 10 h for normal daily usage with GPS on. 



Model and Algorithm
Objective : 

- TR and TMD at least as good as Related Works
- Reduce the energy consumption 

- It needs to be acceptable for mass usage by multiple users

How? Dynamic sampling rate. 



Model and Algorithm

Dense urban area
Lot of transport modes,

lot of roads

Suburban area
Less transport modes,

Still lot of roads

Rural area
Few transport modes,

Few roads



Model and Algorithm
The actual optimal sampling rate depends on many factors :

- Underlying road network configuration
- Accessible transport modes nearby

- Schedules, stops emplacements, etc.

Having a fixed sampling rate means :

- Wasting energy if the new sensing won’t gives new information
- Missing important informations



Model and Algorithm
We use a particle filter to estimate the smartphone’s state according to GPS readings made 
at a dynamic rate.

Overview of our method : 

1. Make a GPS reading to estimate the smartphone’s state s.
2. Simulate the evolution of s until a time t in the future. 
3. Determine a time t* ∈ ]0, t] offering an interesting compromise between accuracy and 

energy consumption. When t* is reached, return to 1.



Model and Algorithm
Formally : 

- The world is a graph : G = (N,A).
-  n = (n.Lat, n.Long) ∈ N, a = (nfrom, nto, vmax, Te) ∈ A
- We search the sequence of nodes and transport modes P, where

- P = <(n0, m0),(n1, m1),...,(nk−1, mk−1),(nk, mk)>, where mi is the transport mode used to reach ni

- Smartphone’s state s at time t : st = (p, m, v, P)
- p = postion
- m = current transport mode
- v = velocity
- P = path travelled



Model and Algorithm
However, the smartphone’s state s is not directly observable, but is estimated from an 
external sensor (GPS).

- The state position s.p ~ N (x, σ2)
- x is the GPS coordinate projection on the nearest arc
- σ2 is the accuracy of the GPS.

- The evolution of s.p over a time interval Δt is :
- st+Δt.p = st.p + N(s.v, σ2) × Δt
- Indeed, s.v can vary during Δt (traffic, lights, etc.)



Model and Algorithm
- Approximate a belief state 

bel(xt) by a set of particles Xt 
constructed by the control 
data ut and the sensor data zt

- ut = Δt since last GPS
- zt = GPS reading



Model and Algorithm



Model and Algorithm
When to resample (i.e., do a new GPS reading)

We define a score(Xt) function as the trade-off between the EC and the average estimated 
accuracy (TR and TMD)



Model and Algorithm

● λ allows us to control how 
much importance to give to 
EC. The higher, the less 
important EC is. 



Model and Algorithm



Model and Algorithm
- Resampling is done at : t* = argmaxtscore(Xt)
- The particles in a radius of 2σ2 are simply kept instead of generating new particles 

(where σ2 is the radius (in meters) of 68% confidence given by the GPS sensor). 
- The weight of each particle is then updated according to their distance from the GPS 

sensing.

 Change of transport :

- Special nodes : bus stops(e.g. walk→bus), subway stations (walk→subway).
- During resampling : walk→car (can virtually happen anywhere, but that would lead to a 

combinatorial explosion)



Experimentations setup
Model data :

- Graph made with OpenStreetMap data
- Transit networks and schedules from 

GTFS data (agencies :STM, RTL, 
AMT, STL)

- Car speed : Open data collected by the 
City of Montréal with bluetooth devices

Experimentations data :

- Daily trips recorded with an Android app 
on an Asus Zenphone 4 Max 
smartphone

- All trips were collected at different time 
of the day and have different path.



Results - Accuracy
- λ controls how EC is important.  
- Higher λs imply lower ASR 

(Average Sampling Rate)
- With λ = 0.01, better average 

accuracy (closest average 
accuracy is 94.4% [15]), but with a 
lower sampling rate



Results - Energy consumption
To measure EC, we used Android’s 
BatteryManager API.

Before each test :

- Battery was fully charged
- All other applications were closed
- Wifi was disabled and 4G enabled



Results - Energy consumption
- Most other approaches use an ASR of 1s 

→ EC of 336 mW. (accuracy ranging from 
84.0% to 94.4%)

- The presented approach : 
- ASR : 20.9s → EC of 286 mW
- Accuracy of 96.3%

This means a 15.0% EC reduction for a 3.3% 
higher accuracy and a 37.5% EC reduction for 
an equivalent accuracy to Related Work.



Results - Energy consumption
On lower ASR :

- ASR : 66.0s → EC of 148 mW
- Accuracy of 85.6%

This is a 56.0% EC reduction for an 
equivalent accuracy compared to [9].



Conclusion
Using a particle filter, we achieved a better accuracy for a lower energy 
consumption on the TMD and TR problems. 

The accuracy could be improved with a better transportation model :

- Elevation data
- Better traffic data
- Considering stops and lights
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